Evaluation of Calendar Degraded 18650 Li-ion cells during Low Temperature Cycling
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Energy storage devices are very important for space exploration missions and Li-ion cells have become the first choice to power aerospace systems, such as spacecraft and satellites. These applications demand a long lifetime and high safety level. However, there are still some concerns to achieve such demands, especially when the cells are operated at low temperatures [1]. Here, we present a comparative analysis of fresh and calendar degraded Li-ion cells when they are cycled at low temperatures. Also, a method to estimate the state of health for Li-ion cells will be presented. This method is based on the analysis of the current decay behavior during constant-voltage (CV) charge.

Commercial available LiFePO$_4$-Graphite 18650 type Li-ion cells are evaluated. Some cells were subjected to calendar degradation by storing the cells at 100% state of charge and 60 °C for 4 weeks. Then, fresh and calendar degraded cells were cycled at low temperatures, between 0 and -5 °C. To monitor the capacity loss during the low temperature cycling, capacity check measurements were carried out at 25 °C.

Figure 1 (a) shows the current decay for the duration of the CV phase during the charging process obtained through the capacity check measurements. The current decay behavior fits the equation shown in Fig. 1 (a) and the exponential factor b can be obtained. As it is shown in Fig. 1(b), the factor is proportional to the cell capacity loss and can be used to analyze and quantify the state of health of Li-ion cells.

\[ I(t) = Ae^{-bt} + C \]

Fig. 1 Current decay for the duration of the constant-voltage phase during the charging process obtained through the capacity measurement (a). Factor b obtained from current decay curve fittings as a function of capacity loss
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